Abstract
Introduction
The design of a packet-switched network that can support variable-bit-rate (VBR) video applications is a difficult task that has recently received much attention in the research community. VBR video connections place significant demands on the network because such connections require large amounts of bandwidth as well as minimum guarantees on their quality-of-service (QoS), for example, bounded delays, minimum throughput, and bounded jitter. Many high-quality video applications are sensitive to statistical fluctuations in the service and demand a deterministic service that provides worst-case QoS guarantees.
A key element for the implementation of a deterministic service is the trafic characterization that specifies the traffic on a connection. The traffic characterization in a network with a deterministic service is used in admission control functions and policing mechanisms. At connection establishment time, admission control functions decide whether traffic on a new connection can be supported at its specified QoS without violating the QoS of existing connections. Once a connection is established, policing mechanisms ensure that a,ll traffic submitted to the network on the connection conforms to its characterization. A traffic characterization for a deterministic service must be both accurate and pohcable. If the traffic characterization is not accurate in specifying the traffic on a connection, i.e., if the characterization specifies more traffic than is actually transmitted, the admission control tests will overestimate the resource requirements of a connection, resulting in poor network utilization. Due to the complex timely correlations of VBR video sequences, elaborate traffic characterizations are needed to achieve a high degree of accuracy. However, such an elaborate characterization scheme may come at the expense of increased complexity of policing mechanisms that enforce the traffic characterization in real time. The choice of traffic characterization is a tradeoff between the high accuracy preferred by admission control tests and the simplicity required for implementing policing mechanisms.
Many traffic characterizations for VBR video have been proposed in the literature. Several studies (see [7] for a recent survey) characterize VBR video traffic with stochastic processes that capture both the distribution of number of bits per frame as well ;ts the autocorrelation function of VBR video sequences. Since stochastic characterizations do not provide a worst-case bound on the traffic arrivals on a connection, they are inappropriate for use in a deterministic network.
Other works [3, 9, 10, 121 consider deterministic characterizations for video traffic. In [9] , Knightly and Zhang present the Deterministic Binding Interval Dependent (D-BIND) traffic model that characterizes video traffic with a set of rate-interval pairs { ( R 3 , 1 3 ) 11 5 J 5 n } that define an n-segment piecewise linear function. The numerical examples presented in [9] suggest that the D-BIND model can characterize VBR video traffic accurately, but the problem of parameter-selection is not addressed.
An important class of traffic characterizations are those that can be policed by leaky bucket mechanisms [16] . Such traffic characterizations provide a good tradeoff between accuracy and simplicity; they can be efficiently implemented [14] , and they are shown to accurately characterize VBR video in [lo] . A leaky bucket mechanism has a burst parameter n and a rate parameter p , and it can be implemented with a single counter and timer. In [12] Low and Varaiya study the tradeoff between the burst cr and 0743-166U96 $5.00 0 1996 IEEE 5a.2.1 the rate p for resource allocation. They express the dependency of p on m, and they define a class of leaky bucket parameters {(u3, p 3 ) } that are dominant, i.e., they explicitly show the smallest possible value of p for any choice of a. However, the selection of a fixed number m of these parameters for some number m of leaky buckets is not considered, and the QoS guarantees specified in this work and a more recent work by Chong [3] are specific to rateproportional processor sharing (RPPS) multiplexers [13] .
In this study, we consider two fundamental problems of video characterization. We first address the question of how much information about a video sequence is needed to accurately characterize the sequence. The traffic characterization is based on the so-called empirical envelope which defines the tightest upper bound on traffic generated by a particular video sequence. We present a method for determining an accurate traffic characterization based on a subset of the empirical envelope. The characterization algorithm requires some knowledge of the video sequence, and we investigate the impact of reducing the information used to produce a traffic characterization.
The second problem we consider is the selection of leaky bucket parameters for policing a video sequence. We present a heuristic algorithm that selects parameters for a fixed number of leaky buckets to characterize a VBR video sequence. Parameters are selected based on some subset of the empirical envelope as discussed above. We evaluate the effectiveness of our heuristic as compared to other approaches from the literature using a number of video segments coded with the MPEG compression algorithm [8] .
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In $2 we review deterministic traffic characterizations of VBR video traffic and discuss the notion of the empirical envelope. In $3 we investigate the amount of information necessary to accurately characterize a VBR video sequence. In $4 we describe an algorithm that selects leaky bucket parameters. We evaluate the effectiveness of our characterization method in $5 with a number of MPEG-compressed video sequences. We conclude our study in $6. 
It follows from equation (5) that E* is subadditive.
We next review a method from [lo] for obtaining the empirical envelope for a given video sequence. Assume that a video sequence consists of N frames with fixed interframe time r . Further assume that frames are fragmented into 53-byte ATM cells. with a payload of 48 bytes each; these cells are transmitted at equally-spaced intervals over the frame time T . If the sequence of frame sizes of a video sequence is given by { fi, fi , . . . , f~} , the empirical envelope E* can then be constructed by first calculating [lo] : Once the empirical envelope E* has been computed for a video sequence, it is straightforward to obtain a multilevel leaky bucket characterization if there is no restriction on the number of leaky bucket pairs available. Recall from equation (4) that a multi-level leaky bucket polices a concave, piecewise-linear function. Therefore, the concave hull of the empirical envelope E* is the tightest traffic constraint function that can be policed by leaky buckets.
We use E' to denote the concave hull of the empirical envelope E*. The function E' is clearly a traffic constraint function in the sense of equation (l), and the subadditivity of E' follows from its concavity. We illustrate functions E* and Et in Figure 1 .
Approximations of the Envelope
The empirical envelope E* is the optimal traffic constraint function in terms of accuracy, but it has a significant drawback in that its production is computationally expensive. The number of operations required to compute the empirical envelope E* for a video sequence consisting of N frames is O ( N 2 ) . Since N exceeds 200,000 for most entertainment motion pictures, it may not be possible to calculate the entire empirical envelope in real time. The characterization E' requires knowledge of the envelope, and so its production is also computationally intensive. We therefore seek other traffic constraint functions that closely approximate the envelope from above but can be calculated with fewer operations. Next we show how a subset of the envelope can be used to characterize a video sequence in $3.1, and we evaluate the impact of subset size k on the number of connections established by admission control tests in $3.2.
Approximations SI, and XI,
We consider approximations based on a subset of the empirical envelope. In particular, we present in this section approximations that are derived from the first k frames of the envelope, E*[O,kr-1, where r is the frame rate of the video sequence. We call E*[O, kr] the "prefix" of size k, and we consider different methods for extrapolating E' [O, kr] to obtain subadditive traffic constraint functions that are defined for all times t . Although the function s k is the tightest traffic constraint function that can be obtained directly from a subset of k frames from the envelope, the production of s k requires a large number of computations. In particular, we see from its definition in equation (7) that the number of computations required to construct s k is O ( N 2 ) , the same number required for computing the empirical envelope itself. Since our goal is an approximation that can be calculated with fewer computations, we turn to other approximation schemes. (9) where parameters Ti and Ti are determined by some appropriate algorithm.
Evaluation
We now empirically evaluate the accuracy of the traffic constraint functions E * , s k , and R k with traces of MPEGcompressed video. We investigate the impact of the choice of k on the accuracy of both S k and Rs. We use two MPEG traces in the evaluation: one from the entertainment film Jurassic Park ("Park") , and the second from a news broadcast ("News"). These sequences were captured on UNIX workstations and encoded with the Berkeley MPEG-encoder [15] . Both Park and News are 30-minute video sequences with frame sizes of 384x288 and frame pattern IBBPBBPBBPBB.
In these experiments, we consider a single multiplexer that operates at 155 Mbps, a data rate that corresponds to OC-3. We assume that the switch transmits its packets with a First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) discipline.' traffic characterization that can be produced from k frames of the empirical envelope, we note that x k provides an accurate characterization.'
To better evaluate the accuracy of each characterization, we next consider the utilizations that can be achieved at a network switch using traffic constraint functions x k . In Figure 4 , we illustrate the network utilization obtained at a multiplexer using E* as well as x k for various values of k. All connections at a multiplexer are assumed to be of the same type and have identical delay bounds. For each characterization, we plot the number of connections that can be admitted simultaneously against the delay bounds of those connections. For example, we observe in Figure 4 
Leaky Bucket Parameter Selection
In the previous section, we showed how much of the envelope was needed to produce an accurate traffic characterization, and we produced such a traffic characterization x k that can be policed by a number of leaky buckets (Fz,&).
However, the number of leaky buckets required for policing x k can be large. For exaEple, 12 leaky bucket mechanisms are needed to police R2oo for the News sequence described in $3.2. In an actual network, the number of leaky buckets available to police a connection may be limited to only two or three.
In this section, we show how to reduce the number of 2Results for the Park sequence, omitted due to space limitations, are similar to those for the News sequence shown. leaky buckets used to police the characterization. To minimize the difference between the original characterization and the approximation, we require: (1) a cost function that expresses the difference between two traffic characterizations, and (2) an algorithm to minimize such a cost function. We formulate the problem as follows: Given a function i?k that can be policed by n leaky buckets (see equation (9) The constraint guarantees that B' can be used as a traffic constraint function for a deterministic service. In the remainder of this sectizn we describe a general form for the cost function C(B*, Rm) and present a heuristic algorithm to solve the optimization problem.
/------I

Cost Function C(B*,%)
Here One can find a number of cost functions with different tradeoffs. Due to space limitations, we do not evaluate different choices for C in this paper. Here we choose the following cost function to be used in the remainder:
We considered several cost functions, and we selected the function shown in equation 11 because it produced good empirical results.
A Heuristic Algorithm
We next present a heuristic algorithm that selects pa- The heuristic improves this initial selection by altering the (crrpI) pairs as shown in steps 6 through 11. The heuristic algorithm iteratively considers each (est, p c ) pair and modifies its values to reduce the cost function C, and the process completes only when the cost cannot be significantly reduced. The critical step of the algorithm is step 9, where a single pair (csc,pt) is modified to minimize the cost function. During this step, the values for pairs {(cs3, p 3 ) I # z} are fixed, and the pair (a,, pl) is selected subject to the constraint that c $ -~ < ut < uc+1.3
Note that the choice of pt is dependent on ut according to the relationship described in [3, 121. In the empirical results presented in $5, we select the (cst,pt) pair of minimum cost in step 9 through an 3Boundary conditions for this selection are 0 , 2 0 and om 5 F,,.
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Input: A set of n leaky bucket parameters { ( F j ,Fj)} that define the function F k , the number m of available leaky buckets, a cost function C(B*,fl,), and a sensitivity parameter c. Output: A set of m leaky bucket parameters (U;, p i ) to . . , determine the traffic constraint function B'.
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Select (c,, p , ) to minimize C ( B * , R k )
O u t p u t B* t minlst<m{ut + p t t } and the selection can be determined analytically by setting to zero. Also, while we do not make guarantees on the running time of the algorithm, the examples that we ran converged rapidly. In all examples using a sensitivity parameter e = 0 , no more than six iterations were required.
c,
Empirical Evaluation
We are now ready t o evaluate our characterization method by comparing it with other traffic characterization schemes from the literature. With the results from $3 and $4, we can make recommendations for a characterization method as follows. In $3, we found that 200 frames of the envelope are sufficient to produce an accurate VBR characterization, i.e., we use the function &OO.
In $4, we chose a particular cost function C for use in the heuristic algorithm. In this section, we compare our characterization method using the above selections with other schemes using the MPEG video traces Park and News described in 53.2 and a single multiplexer a t a switch that operates at 155 Mbps. The traffic characterizations from the literature that we use for comparison include a peak-rate allocation, a dual leaky bucket scheme that uses the peak and average traffic rates, and the so-called "concave hull approach" presented previously in [lo] . These benchmarks are described in the following: (a) Peak-rate: The straightforward peak-rate allocation is the simplest of all traffic characterizations. A peak-rate characterization is determined by a single rate parameter p that corresponds with the peak rate of the connection. Such a characterization can be policed with a cellspacer that ensures a minimum interarrival time between consecutive cells [14] . The traffic constraint function for peak-rate allocation is given as follows:
(b) Dual bucket: The dual bucket scheme uses a %level leaky bucket that enforces both the peak rate po and the average rate pl of a video connection as specified by the ATM Forum in [I] . The peak rate is policed with a cellspacer that ensures a maximum rate PO, while a leaky bucket mechanism (01, p1 j enforces the average rate p 1 of the connection. The value of 01 is selected as small as possible subject to the constraint that u1 +pit 2 E'(t) for all times t. For the dual-bucket scheme, the traffic constraint function is given by:
A i b ( t j = min{po t , 01 + pit} We evaluate the accuracy of a traffic constraint function as follows. For a given characterization A*, we plot the ratio of the number of connections admitted using A* to the number admitted using the optimal characterization with the empirical envelope E* as a function of the delay bound of those Connections. That is, for a given function A* we plot: 
Number of Leaky Buckets
In this section, we examine the impact of the number of leaky buckets on network utilization. We consider parameter selections for m = 2 , m = 3, m = 4, and m = 5 leaky buckets, and we consider the two traffic constraint functions that yield a variable number of leaky buckets: B' a s produced by our heuristic algorithm, and Ai,nll as produced by the concave hull scheme.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) illustrate utilization ratios obtained €or B* and Ai;uU, respectively; these figures depict utilization ratios for characterizations of the News sequence. For two leaky buckets, we see that neither algorithm is dominant over the entire range of delay bounds. However, notice in Figure 6( leaky buckets are used. Observe in Figure 6 (b) that the utilization ratio for AiuU declines significantly for higher delay bounds even if 5 leaky buckets are used.
In summary, the concave hull approach is superior for m = 2 if the delay bounds to be supported are small.
However, the heuristic algorithm is superior to the concave hull approach if three or more leaky buckets are available.
Single Traffic Type
Figures ?(a) and 7(b) show the utilization ratios of Park and News connections, respectively, for the entire suite of traffic characterizations described previously, namely, B', Aieak, A i b , and A i u U . We depict characterizations B' and Aiull for m = 2 and m = 3. 4 Notice the poor performance of both Aieak and A & , in both graphs. The function ALeak achieves a utilization ratio of less than 40% for delay bounds greater than 60ms for these video sequences. The function A & , performs only slightly better than A;,,k.
The peak-rate and dual-bucket schemes are clearly inferior to both the heuristic algorithm and the concave hull approach.
The utilization ratio for each curve AiuU is 1 for small delay bounds, and the ratio decreases gradually as the delay bound increases. The delay bound at which the utilization ratio begins decreasing is dependent on the number of leaky buckets m. Notice in Figure 7 for m = 3. Observe that both characterizations produced by the heuristic in this paper are superior to those produced by the concave hull approach for delay bounds greater than 165ms in Park and 80ms in News.
Multiple Traffic Types
In the final example, we consider the support of two traffic types simultaneously. We consider two types of connections: those carrying the Park sequence and those carrying the News sequence. All connections of the same type have identical delay bounds. We consider a switch that uses Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) multiplexing, that is, cells are ordered for transmission according to their deadlines [6].5 Figure 8 illustrates the maximum number of Park and News connections that can be simultaneously supported at an EDF multiplexer for the specified delay bounds. The delay bounds are dp,& = 200ms and dNews = 50ms
for Figure 8(a) , while the delay bounds for Figure 8(b) are dpa,.k = 500ms and dNews = 200ms.
We first note in both graphs that the number of connections admitted using B' is a factor of two or three greater than the number admitted using either AL,,k or A i b . For example, in Figure 8 
I(X)
News Connections (50 ms) (a) dNezvs = 50ms, dp,,k = 200ms. In Figure 8 (a), observe that B* admits more connections than AiUl1 for m = 2 when more than 45 Park connections are supported. In both graphs the use of our heuristic algorithm with three leaky buckets yields a characterization that is close to optimal. In Figure 8 (b) we see the superiority of our heuristic over the concave hull approach for higher delay bounds. Notice that B' with m = 2 admits more connections than AiUU for m = 3. 6 
Concluding Remarks
The traffic characterization used for VBR video connections has a significant impact on the number of connections that can be established in a packet-switched network with a deterministic service. In this paper, we explored two fundamental problems of video characterization: we determined how much of a video sequence is needed to produce an accurate characterization, and we presented a heuristic algorithm to select parameters for a number of leaky buckets. We combined these two techniques and presented a inethod for selecting leaky bucket parameters to characterize VBR video traffic.
